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Photoinduced desorption (PID) of Xe from porous silicon (PSi) following UV irradiation has been

studied. A nonthermal, morphology, and wavelength dependent phenomenon with more than 3 orders of

magnitude enhancement of Xe PID within pores over atoms adsorbed on top of flat surfaces has been

recorded, displaying extraordinary large cross sections up to �Xe=PSi ¼ 2� 10�15 cm2. A long-lived,

photoinduced, charge separated silicon-xenon complex is proposed as the precursor for this remarkable

photodesorption process.
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Photochemistry on surfaces is important for a funda-
mental scientific understanding of light-matter interactions
and is motivated mainly by applications such as photoli-
thography, photovoltaics, and photocatalysis [1,2].
Photodissociation of N2O on Si (100) has been studied
[3] as a mild silicon oxidation process with cross sections
�si ¼ 4� 5� 10�18 cm2 for irradiation at 193 nm.
Similar cross sections were found for photodesorption of
disilane from deuterium covered Si(100) [4]. Photoinduced
desorption (PID) of Xe from flat Si(100) is significantly
less efficient with cross sections of 3� 10�20 cm2 and
1:2� 10�20 cm2 for 351 and 532 nm irradiation, respec-
tively [5]. A similar process on O covered Si revealed
higher cross sections (5� 10�18 cm2 for 351 nm irradia-
tion) and wavelength dependence [6]. Atomic and molecu-
lar PID often involve hot electron attachment leading to
evolution and spatial nuclei separation on a repulsive ex-
cited potential energy surface (PES) that results in desorp-
tion via the Menzel-Gomer-Redhead (MGR) mechanism
[1–3,7]. An alternative PID model involves a decay from
an attractive charge separated excited PES to the repulsive
part of the ground state. This one is based on a mechanism
proposed by Antoniewicz [8].

In the case of Xe PID from flat metals and semiconduc-
tors, no affinity levels are available to support desorptive
electron attachment (DEA); therefore, the standard MGR
model cannot be applied to explain PID and indeed the
reported cross sections for Xe PID from such smooth
surfaces are relatively small [5].

Porous silicon (PSi) has been extensively studied [9]
since the discovery of its photoluminescence [10].
Freshly prepared PSi samples are passivated by hydrogen
atoms, having complex and ramified inner surfaces with a
large surface area, up to 500 cm2 per gram [11,12].
Adsorption and thermal desorption kinetics of Xe from
smooth and PSi surfaces were recently reported [13].

Here we report on the observation of a selective and
remarkably efficient photoinduced desorption (PID) of Xe
from porous silicon under UV irradiation. It was found that

internal morphology and size of the pores and the excita-
tion wavelength strongly affect the overall photoresponse
of this system.
Two types of PSi samples were examined, characterized

by a different degree of inner roughness and porosity:
mesoporous and nanoporous silicon. The preparation of
mesoporous samples is based on electrochemical etching
current density of 50 mA=cm2 in a solution of 6% HF
(aqueous 48 wt%) with 8 mM KMnO4, as previously
described [14]. Nanoporous samples were fabricated by
chemical etching (stain etching [15]) in a solution contain-
ing 0.5 M FeCl3, 80% (vol) HFðaqÞ, and 20% (vol) H2SO4

(95–97 wt%) for 30 min. As a reference, flat and smooth
Si-H surfaces were obtained by exposing a native
SiO2=Sið100Þ sample to concentratedHF solution for 2min.
The samples were subsequently attached to the bottom

of a closed cycle refrigerator within a UHV chamber
(base pressure� 5� 10�10 Torr) with Auger spectrome-
ter and cooling capability down to 40� 2 K. A retractable
quadrupole mass spectrometer was employed for selective
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) measurements
from the illuminated part of the sample (see Fig. 1) and for
real time detection of photodesorbing species. Low power
excimer laser operating at 193 nm (ArF) and 248 nm (KrF)
and the 3rd and 4th harmonic of Nd-YAG laser were the
UV light sources. Maximal laser powers at the sample
surface were 1:2 mJ=pulse (193 nm), 0:5 mJ=pulse
(248 nm), 16 mJ=pulse (266 nm), and 12 mJ=pulse
(355 nm) with an equal beam footprint on the sample of
�0:5 cm2.
Following the UHV-PID studies (see below), samples

morphology was ex situ characterized by high resolution
scanning electron microscope (HR-SEM). The top views
of the mesoporous [3:7 �m deep pores, 50� 20 nm in
diameter Fig. 2(a)] and nanoporous [1:5 �m deep with
average pore diameter <10 nm, Fig. 2(b)] are shown as
insets in Fig. 2.
TPD measurements following UV laser irradiation were

employed to quantify the efficiency and selectivity of the
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PID process of Xe from flat and porous silicon samples.
Figure 1 displays TPD spectra from a mesoporous silicon
sample and from a smooth hydrogen terminated silicon
surface (Fig. 1, inset) following irradiation at 193 nm. An
upper limit cross section for PID of 5� 3� 10�20 cm2 has
been determined for the smooth, nonporous Si(100)-H
sample from the decay of the area under the single Xe
desorption peak at 60 K following prolonged exposure to
the UV light, consistent with previous studies [5]. The two
distinct Xe desorption peaks in Fig. 1 at 65 K (narrow, low
temperature—LT) and 85 K (broad, high temperature—
HT) are attributed to adsorbates on the top surface and in
pore’s internal surfaces, respectively [13]. The LT peak is
practically unaffected by the 193 nm irradiation, as was the
response over the flat surface (Fig. 1, inset). In contrast, the
HT peak exhibits very different behavior: a single laser
pulse (2:4� 1015 photons=cm2, 193 nm) depletes a sig-
nificant portion (� 15%) of the adsorbed population at the
inner pores. The relatively large fraction of photoactive
population, undergoing PID (� 50% of the HT peak photo-
desorbed as a result of exposure to 2� 1017 photons=cm2

at 193 nm) suggests that at the adsorption temperature
(40 K) the sample is not homogeneously covered by
adsorbates. Since the extinction coefficient of PSi is
2� 105 cm�1 (193 nm) and 4� 105 cm�1 (for both 248
and 266 nm) [16], light absorbance occurs at the top
hundred nanometers. Our samples were several microns
deep; therefore, significant depletion suggests that a large
fraction of the adsorbates occupies this photoactive layer at
the adsorption temperature (40 K).

In Fig. 2 the integrated area under the remaining HT
peak is plotted as a function of an accumulated number
of photons for the two samples—mesoporous and nano-
porous silicon. In both experiments two photochemically
active populations were identified that differ in their
photoresponse. The mesoporous sample [Fig. 2(a)] is

characterized by PID cross sections of 3� 10�16 cm2

[32%, (HT) fast] and 0:1� 10�16 cm2 [24%, (HT) slow]
when irradiated at 193 nm. Similar results for 248 nm (not
shown) were 0:7� 10�16 cm2 [20%, (HT) fast] and
0:03� 10�16 cm2 [25%, (HT) slow]. Xe-PID on top of
the nanoporous, stain etched sample [Fig. 2(b)] had higher
cross sections of 20� 10�16 cm2 [25%, (HT) fast]
and 0:5� 10�16 cm2 [15%, (HT) slow] at 193 nm and
10� 10�16 cm2 [35%, (HT) fast] and 0:3� 10�16 cm2

[18%, (HT) slow] at 248 nm (not shown).
The most photoresponsive population (fast) in the nano-

porous sample decays within 1–2 laser pulses, leading to
some uncertainties in cross sections obtained from the TPD
of remaining Xe population.
In order to better isolate the fast decaying photorespon-

sive population, real time PID tracking experiments of the

FIG. 2 (color online). Integrated area under Xe high tempera-
ture (HT) desorption peak (85 K) from (a) meso- and (b) nano-
PSi vs the number of photons at � ¼ 193 nm. Xe coverage was
2.5 ML equivalent and the PSi layers were 3.7 and 1:5 �m deep
for the meso and nano samples, respectively. Insets: top view
SEM images (the distance bar is 200 nm in both images). (a)
inset: zoom-in on the fast initial population depletion of the
meso-PSi sample. Note the different scales of the number of
photons in (a) (1017) and in the inset of (a) and in (b) (1015).

FIG. 1 (color). Postirradiation TPD of 2.5 ML Xe (m=z ¼ 64)
on flat (inset) and mesoporous silicon samples, at the indicated
exposures to 193 nm photons. The porous sample consists of
50 nm wide pores, 3:7 �m deep, with a heating rate of 5 K= sec .
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actually photodesorbing atoms in each laser pulse were
performed, as depicted for mesoporous [Fig. 3(a)] and
nanoporous [Fig. 3(b)] samples, irradiated at 193 nm.

The amplitude of the first laser pulse-PID peak (for
193 nm irradiation) was found to be nonlinear with respect
to the laser fluence [Fig. 3(a), inset], responding in a power
law relation of YðPIDÞ ¼ AIin

1:7�0:3 with YðPIDÞ being the
PID yield, Iin the incident laser fluence, and A a constant.

In addition, the PID process was found sensitive to
excitation wavelength, becoming less efficient with re-
duced photon energy [Fig. 3(b), inset]. Most of the PID
signal decays following the first pulse at 193 nm even at the
lowest fluence (0:45 mJ=cm2), suggesting that the cross
sections reported here for the most active population are
only lower limits.

This remarkably efficient and selective PID (more than 3
orders of magnitude larger than on flat Si surfaces, the
largest PID cross section from solid substrates reported
so far, to the best of our knowledge) differs from other

photoinduced phenomena observed on flat surfaces [1–6].
It suggests a unique energy conversion mechanism from
photons to adsorbates occupying inner pore walls that are
corrugated and filled with nanotips. A possible PID mecha-
nism is discussed below.
In spite of the low laser power used in our work, laser

induced thermal desorption has to be considered as a
possible, indirect PID route. Since readsorption is signifi-
cantly more important and probable in the inner pores,
thermal desorption should have resulted in more efficient
desorption from the top surfaces (LT).
The PID cross sections reported here for PSi were found

to be wavelength dependent while the absorption coeffi-
cients of PSi at the UV wavelengths used in our experi-
ments, 193, 248, and 266 nm, are practically identical [16]
(all three photon energies are above the work function of
the flat, H-terminated silicon—4.6 eV [17]). Moreover, at
266 nm, 5 times higher laser fluence was employed, with-
out any measurable effect on the depletion of the LT Xe
population. The power dependence observed is signifi-
cantly weaker than the power law dependence expected
for thermally induced processes, predicting an exponential
dependence on peak temperature, resulting in a power law
of YðPIDÞ ¼ AIin

4�1.

Based on these observations, we conclude that the Xe-
PID process reported here is a nonthermal one, at the
excitation wavelengths below 250 nm.
Several mechanisms for PID were discussed in the lit-

erature: desorption induced by electron-hole recombina-
tion associated with energy transfer to surface phonons was
the mechanism proposed for Xe desorption from clean and
deuterated Si (100) [5,6]. This mechanism leads to cross
sections that are wavelength independent and cannot ex-
plain the PID selectivity observed here.
Pauli repulsion of collectively oscillating electrons

(plasmons) was used to explain hyperthermal PID of Xe
from Ag nanoparticles [18]. No plasmons, however, are
known to be excitable in the case of porous silicon at the
photon energies employed in our study.
Preliminary experiments we have conducted where low

energy electrons (5–20 eV) were used in order to stimulate
desorption (ESD) on flat and porous silicon surfaces (not
shown) revealed that no Xe desorption was detectable. This
indicates ESD cross section for Xe of significantly less
than 0:03� 10�16 cm2. Although the penetration depth of
electrons at this energy range, estimated from their mean
free path values, is limited to only 3–5 nm, Xe atoms at the
top surface are fully exposed, yet nonresponding to these
low energy electrons. Typical ESD cross sections of mo-
lecular adsorbates are at the 10�15 cm2 range [19]. The
difference between ESD and PID in our system is the
photogenerated, localized, and long-lived holes within
the porous substrate and the sensitivity of PID to the
substrate level of porosity. These holes are believed to be
stabilized at nanotips where photogenerated electrons are

FIG. 3 (color online). Real-time tracking of Xe PID from
(a) meso- and (b) nano-PSi. Xe coverage was 2.5 ML equivalent,
QMS signal at mass 64 measured during single pulsed lasing
(1 Hz, 193 nm at the relevant laser energy per pulse). The insets
contain (a) fluence dependence of first peak amplitude for the
meso-PSi and (b) wavelength dependence of PID cross section
for the nano-PSi. Exponential decay through maxima of the PID
signal was used for PID cross section derivation (not shown).
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preferentially emitted because of the particularly low work
function expected at these sites.

Low energy photoelectron attachment to Xe clusters
[20] may lead to the formation of long-lived, charge sepa-
rated [Sitip

þ � Xen
�] complexes. We cannot rule out an

alternative mechanism based on the Auger process where
an electron from the highest Xe occupied ground electronic
state decays and neutralizes the hole located on the silicon
tip. This mechanism results in a positively charged, ad-
sorbed Xeþ that is attracted inward to the surface via an
Antoniewich-like mechanism [8,21]. Such a process, how-
ever, is less likely to dominate for the current system.
Long-lived, negatively charged xenon clusters as a precur-
sor for Xe-PID from oxidized silicon was proposed to
explain the behavior of the majority population, as deter-
mined by time-of-flight measurements [6], and we con-
clude it should be the dominant mechanism to explain our
results as well.

The eventual e-h recombination after a critical, pro-
longed residence time (�c) at the excited PES leads to the
repulsive part of the ground state, resulting in desorption.
In our case, the low mobility values of holes in PSi at the
operating surface temperature [22] and the relatively stable
negatively charged Xen

� clusters, with n being approxi-
mately in the range 1< n< 3 are thought to be responsible
for the extended lifetime of the excited, charge separated,
PSiþtip-Xen� complex. This prolonged lifetime should lead

to a significant increase in desorption probability [1,2]. The
proposed mechanism is consistent with the observed se-
lectivity of the PID process, since the top surface is rela-
tively flat compared to inner pore surfaces. Field emission
studies have demonstrated that electron emission from
corrugated PSi tips is indeed enhanced by an order of
magnitude compared to noncorrugated ones [23]. We con-
sider this as supporting evidence for our hypothesis of
preferential photoexcitation and photoelectron emission
from corrugated tips, because of their lower work function
than on flat surfaces. The tenfold decrease in PID cross
section with decreasing photon energy [Fig. 3(b), inset]
from 5 to 4.66 eV can be explained by a smaller photo-
electron emission probability when the photon energy
decreases towards (and below) the work function.

In conclusion, We have shown that photoinduced de-
sorption of Xe from internal surfaces of porous silicon is
more efficient by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude compared to
similar processes on flat solid surfaces [1–6]. The large
photoactive population implies high density of adsorbates
at the top 100 nm section of the PSi samples. A density
gradient of this kind apparently arises from limited diffu-
sion at the adsorption temperature (40 K). The wavelength
and morphology dependence of the PID process suggests
that PID from PSi can be explained by an Antoniewicz-like
mechanism: a trapped photohole induces partial charge

transfer to xenon atoms that form negatively charged clus-
ters, stabilizing a long-lived, charge separated exciton. Its
decay leads to repulsive interactions, leading to enhanced
desorption probability. These results suggest that photo-
catalytic and photovoltaic processes within PSi matrix may
potentially lead to unusually efficient systems.
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